
External receiver wiring diagram:

The Total-G MUST be 
mounted on a flat surface!

Plug this end into 
the EXT 1 slot 

Plug this end into the 
PWR/BND slot 

Installation Instructions:

Plug the external 
receiver leads into 
the channels 
shown on your 
external receiver. 
The yellow wires 
should be in the 
top slot of the top slot of the 
plastic tabs.

External receiver extension

Throttle

Elevator

Collective

Aux 2

Aileron

Rudder

Open Aux channel

Plug this end into 
the EXT 2 slot 

Power source (Battery)

Y-Harness

The gap between the sensor 
and the magnet must be 1mm

Satellite 2

Satellite 1

RPM Sensor:
The supplied Hall Effect sensor does not have to be used for the Total-G to function properly.  But it is tied to two basic functions: A.) RPM governor for Nitro 
and Electric machines.  B.) Trigger to determine when the Total-G goes into full "Trim-Lock mode" from basic "Decay mode".  If you do not install the sensor 
you cannot use the governor function, and the trigger for Trim-Lock can only be based on throttle position.

For all installations - The hall sensor must be oriented correctly and mounted within 1 mm of the magnet. Sensor status can be checked on most programming 
interface pages.

Mounting locations and uses:
 1.) Cooling Fan or Clutch - Nitro machine governor and activation of “Trim-Lock Mode” based on governor activation. (see image 9 and 10 for examples)
 2.) Fixed tail gear drive - Governor on Nitro or Electric and activation of “Trim-Lock Mode” based on Rotor RPM. (see image 8 for example)

A.) Prepare your transmitter:
 1.) Set transmitter in NON-CCPM mode. CCPM mixing occurs in the Total G. 
   2.) Remove all sub-trim, trim and mixes.  
   3.) Set all channel Travel adjust/endpoints to 100.
B.) Prepare your computer - Go to www.curtisyoungblood.com and look for “Total-G Interface”.  Download the latest version and install on your 
computer. (at the time of printing the Total-G interface is only compatible with Windows operating systems) (See Image 13 for home page view)

Setup Preparations:

(2 pieces used)

(1 piece used)

Sensor flat

Heat Shrink
Small black zip tie

Use a heat gun to shrink 
heat shrink piece

Trim off excess

Hall Effect sensor
Choose the mounting option best suited to your model

Total-G USB 
Adaptor

USB to Mini 
USB Cable
(User supplied)

Plug the mini 
USB end into 
the Total-G 
USB Adaptor

Plug adaptor 
lead into the 
Total-G

Plug the USB 
end into your 
computer

Note - If you are using the external receiver option, you first need to change the signal type setting. Connect the interface cable to the FC plug on the 
Total-G. Start the program and power up the Total-G (transmitter off). Change the Signal Input option on the front page to External. Power off and 
continue to  setup.
NoteNote - If you are running Spektrum you do not need to change the signal type but you do need to bind the transmitter/satellites. Plug the binding plug 
into PWR/BND on the Total-G. Power up the Total-G. Hold the Transmitter bind button and turn the transmitter on. Release the bind button. The 
lights on the satellites are on steady when binding is complete. If binding was successful, remove bind plug. Power off everything and continue to 
setup.

Note - Control movements may be very small until full control setup is completed.
Note - If you move the cyclic to extreme, the control will stay momentarily and then slowly move back to neutral. This is normal.

Interface Note - Individual cells do not update unless highlighted Yellow. For example, when checking Input channels the numbers will not 
change in multiple cells, only in the highlighted cell. Do not expect multiple items to change with control inputs. Only the selected cell is active. 
You must also highlight the “Magnet” icon to perform a sensor test.

Setup

Turn page over to continue with setup

The Total-G comes with a Mini USB Adaptor. (See image 11) The user needs to provide a USB to Mini USB cable. This type of cable is used with 
many still cameras, and video cameras. Plug your USB to Mini USB cable into your computer, and then the Total-G adaptor. (See image 11) Plug 
the programing lead into the Total-G to begin setup. (See image 12)

Brown wire 
faces forward

Plug in here to program 
the flight control

Plug in here to program 
the gyro and governor USB adaptor or 

G-View 2 cable
Total-G interface home page

Sensor Assembly

Sensor Assembly

Sensor Assembly

Sensor Magnet

Sensor Magnet

Sensor Magnet

First verify the orientation of the sensor, and 
the polarity of the magnet before permanently 
installing in your model. Use JB Weld 
(strong 2 stage epoxy) to glue the sensor 
magnet into its location. Allow the adhesive 
to fully cure before flying your model.

Tail gear sensor mount option
Cooling fan sensor mount optionClutch bell sensor mount option

Sensor bracket

Sensor 
bent over 
90 degrees

Total-G Instructions (For safe operation please read the instructions carefully before performing setup steps)

Installation

Overview:
Radio Gear Simplified –The Total-G is a Servo bus system with a built in Flight Control (gyros on Aileron and    Radio Gear Simplified –The Total-G is a Servo bus system with a built in Flight Control (gyros on Aileron and    
Elevator), Tail Gyro and Throttle Governor. It can be used with Spektrum satellite receivers or external receivers. 
You can choose to turn off the Flight Control if the Total-G is installed on a flybar machine and still take advantage 
of the simplified radio install along with the Tail Gyro and Governor. Or, you may utilize the entire system of 
Flight Control, Tail Gyro and Governor along with a flybarless rotor head system expanding the overall flight per-
formance of 450-700 size Nitro and Electric Helicopters.

Servo Hookup:
Follow the servo labeling on the Total-G sticker when plugging in servos. (See image 1) Then choose from the two 
specific signal input options.

Signal input options:  (cycle power after changing signal input option to save change in the Total-G) 
Option A.) Satellite signal input  – For signal, up to three satellite receivers can be plugged into the small white plugs 
around the case perimeter. One satellite must be plugged into the back plug location (see image 1). For 450 to 550 
size machines (2 satellites) 600 size and larger (3 satellites) should be used. See images 2, 3, and 4 for general        
suggested layout. For power plug power into PWR/BND socket. (Warning- do not plug power into either of the EXT 
plugs on the left end, this can damage the unit. Nothing over 5.5volts should be plugged into the EXT plugs).

Option B.) External Receiver signal input – For signal, plug two external receiver adaptor wires (included) between the Total-G and your receiver. These plugs go 
to the channels listed in image 5. See image 6 for an example of the Total-G being used with an external receiver.  
For power there are many options available. With the "Standard option"  you plug the male ends of the Y-Harness between the Total-G and a receiver aux channel For power there are many options available. With the "Standard option"  you plug the male ends of the Y-Harness between the Total-G and a receiver aux channel 
(this channel will also be your "gear" channel input). For power, the power source (battery) goes into the female end of the Y-Harness.  (Warning- do not plug     
unregulated power into either of the EXT plugs on the left end, this can damage the unit. Nothing over 5.5 volts should be plugged into the EXT plugs). 
Note - If you are receiving power from an ESC/Throttle lead, this is fine for the Total-G. You will not need to apply an additional power source in the female lead 
on the Y-Harness.

Observe warning!

Satellite option: 1 satellite 
must be plugged into the back 
plug for proper operation. 

The Total-G 
MUST be 
mounted 
square with 
the tail boom!

All of these mounting 
positions can be used.

The Total-G must be mounted on 
a flat surface, square with the tail 
boom as shown below. The unit 
can be mounted upside down. 

 600 or larger size machines
450-550 size machines

                Total-G foam tape

                Total-G foam tape

 The Total-G MUST be 
mounted on a flat surface!

 Keep satellites on 
different planes. 
Mount no closer than 
shown.

Satellite receiver    
orientation. Keep    
satellites on different 
planes. Mount no 
closer than shown.

Note - For safety it is good to assign a switch to the Flight Control gain (example Aux3) to turn off the Flight Control if necessary during flight in 
case you have the gain too high, or if the Total-G comes loose from its mounting pad. Simply assign your Flight Control channel to a switch and have 
one of the switch locations go to neutral on the channel. (around 1500 IPW) This turns the Flight Control off. The helicopter will still be flyable with 
the Flight Control off, it will just feel very strange. Keep control inputs to a minimum if you are landing with the Flight Control turned off.  

A.) General Settings:
Note - Place the cursor on top of each parameter to view and set. The item will highlight in yellow.
  1.) Channel Selection – Select which channel controls each control function. Confirm the channel selections are correct. Default settings are correct 
in most cases. NA appears if set to an unavailable radio aux channel.

With the Transmitter on and the Total-G (FC side) hooked to the computer, click the "Connection Icon".

To connect, push the Connection icon in the top left corner. The button will turn Yellow while it is connecting and then Green when connected.  If 
there is an error when connecting, try going to the “Comm” setting in the top menu and selecting "Auto" com port.

Click here to connect

Optional metal isolation  
(purchased separately) 
can be placed between 
the two pieces of foam 
tape for extreme           
vibration installations.

Image 2:

Back front 
orientation

Side     
orientation

Image 1:

Image 3:
Image 4:

Image 5:
Image 6:

Image 7:

Image 8:

Image 9:
Image 10:

Image 11: Image 12:
Image 13:

Plug servos into 
front as labeled. 
Signal wire 
(yellow or white) 
goes up.

Ail=Servo 1 
Col=Servo2
Elev=Servo 3

Signal wire
faces up

A Velcro strap has 
been provided to 
safely secure the 
unit.

Satellite 3

Location and Orientation:
Mount in a low vibration location and away from heavy fuel residue. The top (main logo) and main shaft should be 
perpendicular. Two box sides and the tail boom should be parallel.  It can be mounted in any 4 – 90 degree positions 
(see image 3) and upside down, but not on its side. As with all electronics, keep the Total-G relatively far away from 
ESCs or other high noise electronics.  
Mounting:
Mount using supplied foam tape. A metal plate can be purchased separately for use in high vibration environments. It 
is important to mount items near the Total-G firmly.  Large batteries for example can shake in flight degrading       
performance. Use supplied Velcro as a safety strap. Note!!! Should the unit come loose in flight, the helicopter will be 
uncontrollable and will crash, possibly causing serious injury or even death!

Follow the chart to the left when plugging the 
individual channel leads into your external     
receiver. Be sure the leads are plugged into the 
correct channels for the external receiver!

Power source (Battery)Y-Harness

Plug into an open 
Aux channel

Plug into 
PWR/BND

Plug into 
EXT 1

Plug into 
EXT2

Note: External 
receiver is not 
brand specific

Your external 
receiver
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